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1 Vocabulary: 
1- Fill in the blanks with the words given. One word is extra. 
            ( pay attention – alike – wildlife – microbe – instead ) 

A- In the last few years doctors have understood that this ………….. can 

cause disease. 

B- …………….. The sing say : Don't run in the jungle . 

 

C- There isn't any forest here . Would you like to go to a national park………? 

 

D- Those two planets are not very much ………… They have different sizes 

and colors.    
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2 2- Match the definitions with the words given. One word is extra. 

                ( observatory – collect – plain – carry – recently ) 

A-not very long ago . (……………….) 

B- a large area of flat land . (…………….) 

C- to move someone or something from one place to another. (…………..) 

D- place where people can watch the planets and stars. (………………) 
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3 3- Choose the best answer. 

A-Humans are ……… the jungles. We mustn't cut down trees too much. 

a)saving                b) increasing            c) destroying            d) attending 

 

B- The closet ………... to the sun is Mercury. 

a)plant                   b) plain                    c)orbit                      d) planet 

 

C-He went to the hospital to …….. some blood to the people who need. 

a)cell                     b) donate                 c) drop                      d) liquid 

 

D- Recently, people are trying to……… our country' nature.  

a)take care            b) destroy                 c) safe                      d) protect 
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4  4- One word out. 

A- a)bear                    b) wolf                    c) duck                     d)leopard  

B- a) red cell              b) plasma                c) white cell             d) heart 
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5 Grammar : 
5- Write the correct from of the words in parentheses. 

A-I think playing football is …………………....... watching it. ( interesting ) 

 

B- It was an amazing day. It was …………… day of my life. ( good ) 
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6 6- Choose the best answer. 

A-Mina 's birthday is next week. I know . That 's why I ……… her a gift. 

a)will get               b) get                  c) is going to get           d) am going to get 

 

B- Look at the map. Asia is ……… Europe. 

a)as large as          b) the largest       c) larger than                d) large 

 

C- The high school has the ………. Student in this city. 

a)many                 b) more                 c) much                        d) most 

  

D- Where are you going on holiday ? I don't know yet , maybe……to Shiraz. 

a)I went                b) I will go           c) I am going to go        c) I am going 
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5 7- Unscramble the following sentences. 

A-people – have – more – clever – than – other – comfortable – people – life. 

 

B- lunch – going – are – they – in – have – the restaurant – to - ? 
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8 8- Make questions using who/ what/when/where. 

A-My friends are going to go to the cinema tomorrow . ( what ) 

 

B- Mr Amini will visit Ahwaz next week . 
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9 9- Answer the complete question. 

A-What are they going to do ? ( save , elephant ) 
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11 Writing : 
11- Read the sentences and find the adjectives . Write only one adjective for 

each number. 
Hong is a Chinese girl . She lives in England . She works at home and makes 

beautiful bags . She makes them from the wood of the trees . In fact , she 

makes wooden bags . Her bags are in different sizes and shapes . English 

people like her modern bags .  
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11 11- Write the correct form of the give words. 

A-I saw two ( man )………… and four ( child )……….. in the park. 

B- My father is a ( policeman )………….There are a lot of ( wolf )……..in the 

forest .  
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12 12- Edit the following text . There are four mistake. 

                                             

The iranian cheetah is among this animals . this wild animal lives only in the 

 plains of Iran . Now there are only a few Iranian cheetah alive . If people take  

care of them , there is hope for this beautiful animal to live. 
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13 13- Read the sentences and find the nouns . Write only one noun for each 

number. 

Ali has a friend . It is not a human , it is a lion . It lives in the zoo . Ali is  very 

sad because he doesn't like to see his friend in the zoo. He likes to see him in 

the plain . He likes people pay more attention to the animals and give their 

love to them .  
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14  14- Unscramble the letters and make nouns. 

A-nadtsie               B- utrfeu                  C- arlec                D- idulqi 
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15 Pronunciation : 
15- Which sentences has rising intonation ?  (↑) 

A) Is this problem easier than that one ? 

B) What will the tourists do next summer ? 

C) Do you like party ? 

D) He likes to travel and see different places .  
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16 Reading : 
16- Read the text  and answer the questions. 

 

Penguins are amazing birds . They go on a very long trip every year. Hundreds 

of  penguins get together and walk more than 111 kilometers . They walk to 
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 find a safe place for the mothers to lay eggs. Fathers take care of the eggs and 

 mothers walk to the sea to find food for their chicks. Fathers keep the eggs on 

their feet because it is too cold on the ice. After 64 days the eggs hatch. The 

parents go on a lot of trips to find food for the chicks. When the chicks are 4 

months old , the parents leave them to take care of themselves , and they 

return to the sea. 

 

lay = گذاردن        chick = جوجه        hatch = جوجه بیرون آمدن 

A-Penguins walk to find a safe place to take care of their chicks. 

a) True                                    b) False 

B) Fathers keep the eggs on their feet because it 's too cold on the ice. 

       a) True                                    b) False 

C) The underlined pronoun " them " refers to …….. 

a)parents                 b) chicks              c) penguins           d) fathers 

 

D) The penguins go on a lot of trips to find food for ……….. 

 

E) Why do mothers walk to the sea ? 

 

F) Who keeps the eggs on its feet ? 
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 دبیر

نمره نهایی پس ازرسیدگی به 

 اعتراضات

نام و نام خانوادگی 

 مصحح/دبیر

  با حروف با عدد  با حروف با عدد

 امضاء :   

 

 امضاء :   

Good luck 


